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<Jarbonlzln&" W ood and Blasting Hoek with Fire. I 11162, that there be another erected on the same ground, "out- / little
· 

repeater is an elegant specimen of Yankee simplicity 
We give herewith engravings illustrating processes for car- side of tne city landport (gate) on the company's farm." "Old I and mechanical skill It is used with metallic cartridges 

bonizing wood to be exposed to moisture and for disintegra- Wind Mill Lane," running from Broadway. to Greenwich which are inserted .at e. 
' 

ting rock withou; the use of gunpowder. It was origina�y �treet, and between Cort�andt an� Liberty street, upon whi�h 
. 

The pistol can be loaded and fired with great rapidity, is 
proposed by M. L Apparent but perfected by M. Hugon. It IS It probably stood, was, III Lyne s survey of New York, III SImple to the last degree in construction, therefore durable 
in use by the French Telegraphic Company, giving excellent 1729, the most northern street west of Broadway, all beyond and little liable to disorders. We have yet to see a five
results. We condense a discription from the London Mechan- being the King's farm. shoot�r which combines so many practical excellences in so 
ics Magazine translated from the Annales du O(fft8l'!1'ootoire Im- Mills of this class were also built by private enterprise. sm�ll a space, and is sold for so low a price as this. The 
perial.. The invention consists in a movable and portable fur- Jan Teunizen had a wind mill in 1665, which was standing "Ladies' Companion " is a decided success and we think will 
nace and a reflector which is a curved plate, M, Fig. 1, from sixty years after, near the corner of Chatham and Duane have an extensive introduction. Patented Aug. 28, 1866. 
12 to 16 inches diameter, mounted on a vertical shaft on the streets. This mill was then some distance beyond the limits Manufactured by the Continental Fire-Arms Company, Nor 
tail piece, C, Fig. 1, of the bench, G, Fig. 2. By means of of the city, on the public road. wich, Conn., Charles A. Converse General Agent. 
this tail piece any timber placed upon it and exposed to the The bolting of flour, in those days, was usually carried on ---____ .�-----

jet of the furnace has every part presented to the action of as a separate business, and in establishments constructed for <Jhunks 01' Gold. 
the flame by the reflective powers of the plate, M. The ends that purpose, sometimes-at a distance from the grinding mill We copy from a California paper an Alladin-like statement, 
Qf the posts or piece {timber are car- with comments, on the discovery of gold 
bonized by means of the lever, N, Fig. 1,  ·'nuggets. It  says that the miners in the 
which turns the whole movable support Woodside Quartz Mine near George- town 
with the plate, M, around the central point, Fie.;: _ were " blocking out a nearly pure, solid 
O. Fig. 2, is a vertical section of the whole mass of gold three feet in length. If such 
apparatus and Fig. 3, an elevation. A, is the a statement had come from a stranger, we 
furnace for coal with a door at the top for should have received it with incredulity, 
introducing the fuel; B, ill a movable column but we can vouch for the sincerity and in-
supporting the furnace and allowing it to telligence of the author of the message. 
be raised and lowered .by the lever, P Q, The finding of gold in such large masses 
with the counterpoise, R, or moved horizon- in a lode, is without a parallel in the his-
tally around its axis. D, Fig. 2, is a double tory of mining. The metal in veins of 
bellows injecting air below the furnace auriferous quartz is usually in small parti-
through the reservoir, D' and a flexible tube, cles, and pieces are very seldom obtained 
d; E is a water reservoir; F is a cock for weighing more than a few ounces. Prob-
introducing water into the reservoir, D', and ably the largest piece of gold heretofore f a small pipe for injecting water upon the taken from any lode in this State did not 
blast in k. A sleeper or other piece of .tim- weigh more than a pound. But our tele-
ber is represented at H, exposed to the flame. gram mentions one lump, obtained in the 
The railway company at Vierzon, carbonil!:e Woodside Mine, weighing 100 pounds, and 
288 sleepers dl)ily with four mabhines, at a it is implied that the piece three feet long 
cost of less than one centime per stick. will weigh very much more. The large 

Fig. 4 shows the application of this de-
F j G. I. nuggets, however, which have been found 

vice to rock cutting. For this purpose the in the placers, must have come from quartz 
apparatus is mounted on wheels running on 

M veins. Australia produced one nugget 
temporary rails c. In the engraving A is ____ '" weighing about 225 pounds; and in 1854 
the furnace; B is the door for chargingit ; a lump of 160 pounds was obtained in Cal-
H is the air blast pipe; F is a cock commu-

I' 
averas county; and this State has produced 

nicating with a reservoir to regulate the a multitude of nuggets weighing ten or 
quantity to be injected into the air passage, I 0 twenty pounds. All these must have come 
and G, a valve to intercept the blast. The 

-t;" c' __ �"� __ :� ]N from quartz veins, and surprise has been 
concern is so arranged that by a lever it can expressed by several writers that the par-
be inclined at any angle to direct the force ticles of the precious metal found in our 
of the flame upon any portion of the cutting.  

Il 
lode mines are s o  small If the accounts 

It takes only about 15 or 20 minutes after from the Woodside Mine should be verified, 
starting the fire before the flame blast is suf� our largest mass of gold must hereafter 
ficiently strong to work effectively. The in- be credited, not to placer deposits, but to 
tense heat, thus generated by the acid of. quartz. It is worthy of note that the 
the air blast and the decomposition of the Sonora Democrat of the 3d inst., asserted 
water, rapidly breaks and splinters the rock. that, in the previous week, some Italians 
The furnace is then removed and cold water had foUnd a streak of gold four inches 
thrown against the rock dislQdging larg@ thick in a quartz mine in Deer Flat, Tuo-
quantities of the obdurate material lumne county, and had to cut out the metal 

It is said that in the hardest rock, as with cold chisels. This report was con-
quartz, this apparatus can dislodge triple sidered so improbable that it scarcely de-
and quadruple tue amount which gunpow- served repetition, but it may be true for all 

,del' can. It is the application by improved APPARATUS FOR CARBONIZING WOOD AND BLASTING ROCK. that. A number of the quartz mines of the 
devices of a principle known and used from State are yielding better now, at great 
the earliest times by the most uncivilized of people. and often as an appendage to the bakery. During the opera- depths, than /lverbefore, and the confirmation of these state-

• -� tion of an Act of the Assembly, made in 1684, giving to New ments from Georgetown and Deer Flat would assist to give 
A New MoveIllent COl' Loco Illotivc Throttles. York the exclusive right of bolting flour within the province, a new impulse to the branch of mining which must be the 

It is stated that an engineer of Greenfield, Mass., has in- mills sprang rapidly into existence in the vicinity of the chief reliance of our gold miners in the future." 
vented a new movement to take the place of the common town, and the manufacture of flour became a principal source ____ -__ •• �----

lever on throttle valves for locomotives. In this improvement of emolument to the city. Two years after, under Governor Snow In <Jltlelil. 

the throttle is moved by right and left screws attached to a' Dungan, the city received a new charter, giving additional It is curious to note how the same circumstances are viewed 
wheel from twelve to eighteen inches in diameter. The municipal privileges, and confirming the ancient Dutch fran- in different localities. The Engineer, London, says :-" '}'he 
throttle valve cannot be moved unless the wheel is moved, chises. A new seal, more rich and elaborate than the old large masses of snow at present lying in our streets impede 
and in attaching the wheel, friction enough is produced by one, was now granted the city, which, as indicative of the the traffic to an enormous extent. Why do not the authori
put�ing a large thumb screw through the yoke or frame so principal sources of its prosperity, retained the beaver to rep- ties adopt some measures to remove it? We have seen the 
that the wheel will remain stationary at the ordinary pressure resent its ancient commercial interests, and added a wind mill scavengers, employed in clearing the street gutters, deliber
of the steam. Two of these valve movements have been ap- and a flour barrel as emblems of its present industry. arely throw the snow they had removed into the middle of 
plied on locomotives on the Hartford and Springfield Railway, A wind mill once stood on the hill in the rear of the old the street." 
and the engineers find them a great improvement on the lever jail, or the present Hall of Records, and an eminence near the This complaint sounds queer to the dwellers hereabouts. 
arrangement. Chatham Theater WIlS called "Wind Mill Hill." In 1760, In Boston, if not in this city, the" scavengers employed in 

From this brief statement, which is all we have to guide John Burling advertised for sale a wind mill near Bowery clearing the street gutters," are employed for the very pur-
us in forming an opinion, we should suppose that the action Lane, having two pair of stones. pose of throwing the snow into the streets. That is just 
of the device would. not be rapid enough for all contingencies. • -. where we want it. Where else? Certainly if we clear our 

CONVERSE'S IMPROVEMENT IN POCKET FIRE·ARMS. d f h f d st . d t There are cases where the engineer needs to shut off his trottoirs an gutters or t e passage 0 pe e nans an wa er, 
steam instantly, reverse his engines, and apply the steam Our engraving illustrates an admirable little improvement we can do no less than to give the results of our labors to our 
again at once, as when an obstruction is on the road and a in pocket repeaters, the invention of Mr. Charles A. Converse, i sleds and cutters. We want snow in our streets. It is easier 
collision is to be avoided. Whirling a wheel, however for horses, more comfortable for men, and profitable to owners 
rapidly, which actuates a screw, occupies time, and we think of sleigh teams to let. 
some quicker-acting device might be contrived which would -----... -� 

be superior to the commonly used lever and at the same time <Jost 01' a Newspaper. 

obviate the supposed objections to this. Some idea of the vast expense attending the publication of 
--------... -.�-------

Wind Mills in New York <Jlty. 

Minnit, the first Dutch governor, built, according to Moulton, 
"two or three wind mills at Manhattan, by which corn was 
ground and boards sawed." One of these, a flour mill, stood 
on a hill which occupied a part of the present Battery, so 
near the fort that the latter, which was rebuilt by Van Twiller, 
in 1633, intercepted the southeast wind, and rendered the 
mill nearly useless. But one of three wind mills prevIously 
erected was in operation in 1638, when Keift came to the 
government. 

On one of their farms, of which they reserved several in 
different parts of the island, the West India Company erected 
a f'Wint molen" (wind mill) for the use of the town. It 
stood near Broadway, between the present Uberty and Cort_ 
hnflt. flfretltl!. AftBf having gone to decay, H W!tll ordered. in 

of Norwich, Ct., which he has very appropriately christened 
the" Ladies' Companion." It is not much larger than a good 
sized knife, our cut being almost the actual size of the article. 
The improvement consist s in the use of a short pivot, b, upon 
which the rear of the barrel, a, turns, and in the use of a ring, 
c, which clasps the barrel, and while permitting it freely to re
volve, secures it firmly to the stock of the pistol To remove 
the barrel it ill only nece�BaJ'y to loosen the Ilfll'eW, d. This 
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a first-class daily paper may be inferred from the annual state
ment made by the New York Tribune Association. 

The gross receipts from subscriptions, sales, and advertising, 
in 1866, amounted to $909,417. The expenses were $885,158, 
showing a net profit of but $24,259 to be divided_amollg the 
stockholders. 

ITEMS :-The printing paper cost $418,199.' Pressmen and 
Compositors, $133,000. Editorial expenses, $81,775. Corre
spondence, $49,300. News by Telegraph, $58,776. Mailing, 
counting, and packing papers, $35.000. Taxes on advertising, 
$10,082, besides many other expenses of less magnitude, but 
which help to eat up the profits of the publishers. In 1865 
the receipts were $816,537, expenditures $640,107, showing a 

profit of $170,430. The combined circulation of the various 
editions of the Tribune, daily, weekly, and semi-weekly, proba_ 
bly f:lx<:)eeds that of Rny other geneml newspaper in America. 
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